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This paper studies the two non-canonical uses of how, i.e., a causal-why
interpretation and a denial interpretation, in Mandarin Chinese (MC), Taiwanese, and
Changshanese. Tsai (2008) proposes that the interpretations of Mandarin zenme ‘how’ depend
on its syntactic position. When zenme occurs after modals, it licenses an instrumental
interpretation, whereas a causal and a denial interpretation both become available if zenme
precedes a modal. Tsai’s analysis uniformly accounted for the latter two interpretations, but
we argue that a denial reading is distinguishable from a causal one as elucidated by their
interactions with modals. Consider example (1) adapted from Tsai 2008:(6). HOW1 and
HOW2 represent the causal and denial interpretations respectively.

(1) Akiu zenme keyi qu Taipei?
Akiu HOW1/HOW2 can go Taipei

a.‘How come Akiu could go to Taipei?’ [causal]
presupposition: p=Akiu was able to go to Taipei
speech act: The speaker inquires what caused Akiu to be able to go to Taipei
answer: Akiu had a relative there to visit; Akiu got extra vacation days…
b. ‘Akiu can’t/shouldn’t go to Taipei?’ [denial]
speech act: The speaker rejects p=It could not be the case that Akiu went to Taipei

To answer the HOW1 question in (1a), the speaker presupposes the truth of the proposition
‘Akiu was able to go to Taipei’ and asks about its causes. This is akin to a ‘how come’ or a
causal-why reading in English (Zwicky and Zwicky, 1973). The speaker of (1b), on the other
hand, rejects the proposition and does not expect any answers. We adapt Frana and Rawlins’
(2019) analysis of Italian discourse particle mica and posit that HOW2 loses its interrogative
power while indicating a presupposed bias against the act of adding the proposition into the
common ground. However, the licensing of two interpretations does not always hold: when
zenme precedes modals such as keneng ‘may’ in (2), the causal interpretation is blocked and
only a denial one is possible.

(2) Akiu zenme kenengqu Taipei?
Akiu HOW2 may go Taipei
‘Akiu wouldn’t go to Taipei.’ [denial]
#‘How come it was possible for Akiu to go to Taipei?’ [causal]

The present study combats this issue and proposes that a denial reading is triggered
depending on the speaker orientation of the embedded modal. We conclude that for modals
with both speaker and subject orientation readings license both the causal and denial
interpretations of zenme, while modals that are only speaker-oriented solely warrant the
denial interpretation. We then compare the premodal zenme in MC to two other Chinese
languages, namely Taiwanese and Changshanese. We observe that the causal and denial
dichotomy in their interaction with modals also stand in these languages in constructions



including Taiwanese ná ‘where’ (cf. Liu 2022), and Changshanese osi ‘how’ and ode ‘how’,
as summarized in the table below.

MC Taiwanese Changshanese

causal
interpretation

zenme ‘how’ án-tsuánn ‘how’;
ná ‘where’

o-si ‘how’

denial
interpretation

zenme ‘how’;
na ‘where’

ná ‘where’ o-si ‘how’
o-de ‘how’
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